EXPRESSIVE SPEECH SYNTHESIS USING A CONCATENATIVE SYNTHESIZER
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an experiment in synthesizing four emotional states - anger, happiness, sadness and neutral - using a concatenative speech synthesizer. To achieve this, five emotionally (i.e., semantically) unbiased target sentences were prepared. Then, separate speech inventories, comprising the target diphones for each of the above emotions, were recorded. Using the 16 different combinations of prosody and inventory during synthesis resulted in 80 synthetic test sentences. The results were evaluated by conducting listening tests with 33 naïve listeners. Synthesized anger was recognized with 86.1% accuracy, sadness with 89.1%, happiness with 44.2%, and neutral emotion with 81.8% accuracy. According to our results, anger was classified as inventory dominant and sadness and neutral as prosody dominant. Results were not sufficient to make similar conclusions regarding happiness. The highest recognition accuracies were achieved for sentences synthesized by using prosody and diphone inventory belonging to the same emotion.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is usually rare to mistake synthetic speech for human speech. The complex nature of human speech, which comes from the fact that it varies depending on the speaking style and emotion of the speaker, makes it difficult to be imitated by synthetic speech. Intelligibility, naturalness and variability are three features used to compare synthetic speech with human speech [10]. In terms of intelligibility, a measure of how understandable speech is to humans, recent research has shown that synthetic speech can reach intelligibility levels of human speech. However, lack of variability, representing the changes in speech rate, voice quality, and naturalness, i.e. how “human” a synthesizer sounds, has impeded the general acceptance of synthetic speech, especially for extended listening. Incomplete knowledge of how factors such as the type of the material read, behavior of the audience, speaker’s social standing, attitude and emotions, affect the speech signal has been a major problem in building more “human” sounding systems.

The need for human sounding text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) comes from the fact that it can greatly enhance applications based on human-machine interaction and make them simpler and more compelling. Imagine that a pleasant voice is reading your e-mails, web sites and books for you. When you have a question, you can ask a “virtual teacher” that adapts his voice depending on the topic and the nature of your responses and questions. Then, you can play games and watch films without realizing that you are hearing a synthetic voice.

Early attempts at imparting emotional quality to synthetic speech were based on rule-based TTS, including the pioneering efforts of Cahn [3]. The lack of naturalness in the speech synthesized using such schemes however poses a serious drawback. In this paper we describe the production of synthetic speech by concatenation of “emotional diphones” using Time-Domain Pitch Synchronous Overlap Addition (TD-PSOLA) [9] as the concatenation method. A similar approach has been applied to synthesize emotional speech in Spanish [8]. Listeners’ recognition of emotion for Spanish showed that prosodic (supra-sessional) information alone was not enough to portray emotions. It was found that supra-segmental information characterized sadness and surprise while segmental components were dominant for cold anger and happiness. Studies on German emotional speech [6] showed that prosodic parameters, fundamental frequency and duration, were not enough to synthesize emotions. Increasing the parameter space by including voice quality parameters, spectral energy distribution, harmonics-to-noise ratio and articulatory precision has been shown to improve the recognition results for emotional Austrian German speech [13]. Experiments on synthesizing emotional speech using Japanese emotional corpora with CHATR [7] also support using an emotional inventory to synthesize emotional speech.

2. DATABASE COLLECTION

For the purpose of emotional speech synthesis reported in this paper, we chose to work with four target emotional states: anger, happiness, sadness, and neutral. First, we constructed five emotionally unbiased target sentences, i.e., sentences suitable to be uttered with any of the four emotions. The sentences we prepared were “I don’t want to play anymore”, “She said the story was a lie”, “It was the chance of a lifetime”, “They are talking about rain this weekend” and “OK, I’m coming with you”. Target diphones necessary to synthesize the five target sentences were determined. Next, four different source text scripts (one for each emotional state) were prepared for
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recording; each source script included all the target diphones. Our aim in preparing the source text was to build emotionally biased sentences that could easily be uttered with the required emotion. The source sentences were declarative and on average 7 words long. The five target utterances were also included in each of the four inventories. In order to motivate and focus the speaker, each of the source sentences was accompanied by a one or two sentence scenario. These brief scenarios were prepared for eliciting happy, sad and angry inventories, and were not used for the neutral sentences. For example, “This is a wonderful life” and “I earned fifty million bucks” were scenario and source sentences, respectively, belonging to the happy inventory. Having such elicitation scenarios also helps to minimize the interpretation variations [11] that may result from speaker to speaker. It also increases the probability of getting the same effect from different speakers or from the same speaker at different times. This assumption is closely related to the cognitive emotion definition perspective that every emotion is associated with a particular appraisal [4].

In this paper we give results based on recordings obtained from a semi-professional female actress. A total of 357 source utterances (97 angry, 107 sad, 97 happy, 56 neutral) were recorded. The recordings were made in a sound-proof room at 48kHz sampling rate using a unidirectional, condensor, head-worn B&K capsule microphone. For synthesis, all files were later downsampled to 16kHz. The phonetic segmentation and alignment was first performed automatically with the Entropies’ Aligner software that used a phonetic transcription dictionary prepared at AT&T Labs-Research. Labeling for all sentences was manually checked and corrected when necessary.

3. SYNTHESIS OF EMOTIONAL SENTENCES

In most studies, human emotions are categorized into basic distinct categories such as anger, happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise and neutral. Although this approach is correct, especially from a pragmatic sense, it can be regarded as a somewhat gross representation because it ignores the variations that exist within each emotion. For example, both hot-anger (rage) and cold-anger (hostility) are treated under the same category, although they show different acoustical and psychological characteristics; similar examples can be provided for other emotions. The lack of a complete formal definition for each emotion and variations resulting from gender, personality and cultural differences (see Social Constructivist perspective [4] and [14]) makes it impossible to account for every small variation. Despite some disadvantages, interpreting a perceived emotion as one of the seven basic emotions has the major advantage of the Darwinian perspective [5], which holds that there are certain universal basic emotions, and all other emotions can be derived from them.

For this experiment we decided to test the possibility of producing basic emotions by mixing prosodic information and diphones belonging to distinct emotional states. Interpreting “set 1” as comprising prosodic information corresponding to angry, happy, sad and neutral target sentences and “set 2” as the diphone inventory for angry, happy, sad and neutral sentences, we produced 80 synthetic sentences by combining “set 1” and “set 2” properties for the five target sentences:

set 1 = Prosody of [angry, happy, sad, neutral] target sentences
set 2 = Inventory of [angry, happy, sad, neutral] target sentences
set 1 x set 2 x 5 [target sentences] = 80 synthetic sentences

For the synthesis of these 80 sentences, the Festival Speech Synthesis System [2] provided a simple method of diphone concatenation using an implementation of TD-PSOLA [9] that produces good quality synthetic speech with easy modification of pitch and duration and a low computational load. In the generation of the 80 synthetic test utterances, there were three basic steps: analysis, modification and concatenation. In the analysis step, the required prosodic (i.e. pitch and duration) information was calculated from the target sentences. The speech segments extracted from the source (inventory) sentences were then modified to match the prosodic target data and, finally, were concatenated. Diphones, selected manually, were the basic concatenation units used in this experiment.

4. RESULTS

Web-based listening tests were conducted with 33 adults who were unaware of the identity of the test stimuli. Fourteen participants (5 of 8 females and 9 of 25 males) were native speakers of English and 19 were nonnative. The listeners were allowed to play the test files as many times as they wished, and were asked to choose for each the most suitable emotion among angry, happy, sad and neutral options in a “forced choice” task. They also rated the success of expressing the emotion they had selected along a 5-point scale: excellent (5), good (4), fair (3), poor (2), bad (1). A total of 100 files, consisting of 80 synthetic sentences and 20 original (recorded) target sentences were presented in a random order that was different for each listener.

Figures 1 and 2 show, respectively, listeners’ emotion recognition rates for the 20 original sentences and for 20 “matched” synthesized sentences in which both prosody and inventory were extracted from the same emotion. In the figures, the suffix “-L” marks listeners’ choices; for example “Angry” indicates the intended emotion, while Angry-L represents what emotion listeners heard. Emotions are represented by their first initials, “p” indicates “prosody” and “i” indicates inventory; for instance ApAi represents the matched synthetic sentences that used Angry prosody information and the Angry inventory.
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**Figure 1:** Recognition accuracy for natural target files:
89.1% Angry, 89.7% Sad, 67.3% Happy, 92.1% Neutral
Recognition rates for all original sentences (Figure 1) and for all matched synthetic sentences of each emotion (Figure 2) are significantly above the 25% chance level (as tested by one-sample t-Tests). Recognition accuracy for original and matched synthetic sentences was analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA. There were significant differences in recognition accuracy among the four emotions: recognition rates observed for the Happy set were significantly lower than rates for the other three emotions in both the original and matched synthetic sets; either the speaker was relatively less successful in expressing happiness, or happiness is more difficult to recognize in isolated utterances. For the matched synthetic sentences, recognition accuracy for the Sad set was significantly higher than for the Neutral set. Happy and Neutral emotions were recognized more accurately in original sentences than in matched synthetic sentences, but Angry and Sad recognition rates were equivalent between original and matched synthetic versions.

It is difficult to attribute the lower recognition of Happy and Neutral emotions in matched synthetic sentences than in the original sentences to the same cause. We can deduce that the lower recognition rate for synthetic happiness is in part due to the less successfully conveyed intended emotion of happiness in the original target sentences and inventory. However, the same explanation does not hold for the Neutral emotion, the recognition accuracy for which in the original sentences was mostly mistaken with “sadness”.

Recognition rates and Average Success for the 16 different contour and inventory combinations are presented in Table 1. It is also interesting to note that the combination of Neutral prosody and Angry inventory (NpAi) was recognized mostly as “anger”, the combination of Sad prosody and Neutral inventory (SpNi); and Happy prosody and Neutral inventory (HpNi) as “sadness”.

Table 1: Recognition rates in percent and Average Success (S=excellent, 5=good, 4=fair, 3=poor, 2=bad, 1=fair) for the 16 possible prosody and inventory combinations. (* ApHi rate is not above chance)

Results based on the gender and language background of listeners are illustrated in Figure 3. Although the experiment was not designed to study systematically possible group differences, ANOVA results yielded no significant gender or language effects on recognition accuracy of either the original or the matched synthetic sentences.

Figure 3: Recognition rates observed for matched synthetic sentences of each emotion for female, male, native and non-native listeners. There were no significant group differences.
5. DISCUSSION

The recognition results presented in Figure 2 and Table 1 show that anger, sadness and happiness can be synthesized fairly successfully by applying concatenative synthesis techniques. Recognition rates achieved for anger and sadness suggest that they were easier to synthesize when compared to happiness. Although, not directly comparable because of differences in the set of emotions and languages used, these results agree with those presented by other researchers [1, 6, 7, 8].

As seen in Table 1, taking the inventory of one emotion and mixing it with prosodic information of a different emotion gave lower recognition results than when the inventory and contour combination belonged to the same emotion. Based on these results, the ideal way to portray a particular basic emotion appears to be to use a separate database and separate prosodic models for each emotion. We also observe that ApAi, NpAi and HpAi combinations were recognized as "anger". This suggests that segmental components (which include vocal quality and phonetic characteristics) were dominant in synthesizing anger. From the recognition results for SpNi, SpSi, SpHi and SpAi, we conclude that supra-segmental information determined "sadness". Listener ambiguity in the recognition of "happiness" prevented us from drawing similar conclusions. These results generally agree with experiments on synthesizing emotions by mixing diphones and prosody for the Spanish language [8] where anger and happiness have been classified as segmental emotions, and sadness as a prosodic emotion.

It is also seen (Table 1) that for most mismatched prosody and inventory combinations, the two emotions recognized with highest accuracy were the two used in the combination in question. For example, for NpAi, "anger" and "neutral", and for SpHi, "sadness" and "happiness" were the most frequently recognized emotions. This shows that both prosody and inventory are important in conveying emotions.

The most common feedback given by our listening test subjects was that some sentences conveyed different flavors of emotions than the ones listed as choices. This kind of listener feedback is promising and exciting because it is consistent with the Darwinian approach [4, 5] that all emotions can be derived from basic emotions. Future listening tests where listeners will be given an opportunity to choose among a larger set of emotions will be helpful in validating this hypothesis. A better understanding of this issue may reduce the need to record a separate inventory for each derived emotion.

The difficulty in expressing happiness for both original and synthesized sentences indicates the need for new experimental approaches. In addition to the text scenarios, use of visual aids such as pictures, videos, sounds, may help the actor/actress to express the required emotion more successfully. Since synthetic utterances depend on inventory, it is hoped such techniques will improve the artificial expression of happiness.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Demand for more “human-sounding” speech synthesis has created the need to synthesize emotions. In this paper we show that by using separately recorded inventories for anger, happiness, sadness and neutral emotions, and basic diphone concatenation synthesis with TD-PSOLA within the Festival System, some of these synthesized emotions can be reliably recognized by listeners. The recognition rate for anger was 86.1% with 4.1. Average Success rating (max = 5), for sadness, 89.1% with 3.7, for neutral emotion, 81.8% with 3.5, and for happiness, 44.2% with 3.0. Happiness was the most difficult emotion to convey with either natural or synthetic speech.

Segmental information was dominant in conveying anger, while prosody best characterized sadness and neutral emotion. Different combinations of inventory and prosody of basic emotions may provide synthesis of various intermediate emotional nuances. This is a topic of future research.
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